
LMAT meeting  February 10, 2016 
 
In attendance: 
Pam Beech, Wendy Piper, Dan Tomey, Michelle Wolfe, Violet Pilkey Loretta Corless 
 
Discussed change in focus for our group as discussed in the all leaders meeting.  We 
are going to focus on completing the database of community groups and initiatives 
and then also look at other towns that have successfully coordinated these groups.  
Also looking for other towns that have been successful in growing economically.  We 
are not going to tackle housing and decided that this would need to have another 
LMAT group to be formed to deal with this in the second phase. 
 
The chamber has already begun a list of contact info for community groups.  It was 
decided to work along side the Chamber in this rather than create our own to avoid 
duplication and confusion in the community.  It was also decided that the Chamber 
would be the best to have as a continuing entity to maintain this information as they 
are known and visible in the community and will outlast LMAT. The Chamber will 
also be able to continue to update and be a great umbrella for people to keep 
informed.   
 
A Google drive account link will be given by Michelle and then we have access to info 
and can make changes and additions live, saving time and duplication.  
Chamber will look at sending out an overview of the LMAT, what the three LMAT 
groups are doing, the reason that people will be contacted as well as  identify that 
there will be future correspondence and questions. 
 
Initial contact information will be supplied by the Chamber with help from Pam, 
Wendy and Dan input.  When the other LMAT groups are ready to email we can add 
in our more in depth questions (phase 2) 
 
Phase 1 -  Initial info – just want basic info contact info,  
Phase 2 – Mission statement choices from LMAT 1 and info from LMAT 2, then ours 
asking for Nature of organization, partners and funding sources for their initiatives.   
Will identify specific choices so that we can correlate the information together.  
Looking at using google forms or another method. Must ask organizations 
permission to share information online as directory and with other organizations 
that are working with Chamber and LMAT. 
 
Second part:  Researching community successes 
 
Identify communities that are like us regionally, demographically, in uniqueness, 
focus or markets: Each member research 5 communities of interest that would be 
interesting to look at how they are successful, how they work together, how they are 
growing economically, renewable energy, marketing etc. 
 
Few communities that were discussed were: 



Salmon Arm- downtown improvement association 
Enderby Chamber manages tourism, campgrounds, visitor centre, recreations center 
etc ) contracted by the town)  Also had good relations and partnerships with 
Splatsin  
Armstrong 
Chase 
Harrison Hotsprings 
Sylvan Lake 
Squamish 
Revelstoke 
Lake Powell 
 
Broke the focus into the following: 
 
Violet – focus on populations similar to ours, and communities that have seen 
growth through marketing initiatives 
Pam – focus on renewable resource growing communities and look at towns that 
have revitalized their downtown 
Loretta- focus on communities that have grown in area of tourism and better 
utilizing that strength. Seasonal towns, natural resources, uniqueness that is 
marketed 
Dan - focus on economic growth and new business 
Michelle- communities that focus on arts, culture and events and communities that 
coordinate their services, initiatives, nonprofit organizations 
 
Talked about other potential initiatives that may work that we have seen in other 
communities. i.e. co working center – shared office space (Kelowna) 
 
 
Chamber wants to update the community regarding the success and continuation of 
LMAT initiatives by a newsletter etc.  May be potential funding that could be 
received for some of this. Will discuss more about this at a later date.  
 
 
 
Next meeting: 
March 10th – 1-3pm 
 
 
 


